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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout his paper K is a field and we denote by (J, -<) a finite 
poset (i.e., a partially ordered set) with respect o the partial order -< . 
We shall write i -< j if i -< j and i ~ j. For the sake of simplicity we write J 
instead of (J, 5_). We denote by max J the set of all maximal elements of 
J (called peaks of J )  and J will be called an n-peak poset if Imax JI = n. 
Throughout we suppose that 
J=  {1 . . . . .  n,P l , . . . ,p r}  , max J=  {Pl . . . . .  Pr}, 
and that the order relation -< in J is such that i < j implies that i < j in 
the natural order. We can always achieve this by a suitable renumbering of 
the elements in J. Usually we view the poset J as a quiver with the 
commutativity relations induced by the ordering <,  and we denote by R 
the path algebra KJ of J with coefficients in the field K. Given j in J we 
denote by ej the standard primitive idempotent corresponding to j. It 
follows from our assumption that KJ  has the following upper triangular 
(J  × J)-matrix form 
K KI2 
0 K 
K J= 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. . .  
° . .  
• . . 
K in  K lp l  K ip  2 • . . K ip  r 
K2,, K2pt  K2p  2 • . . K2p  ~ 
K K ,v  ~ K ,p  2 "'" Knv ~ 
0 K 0 " "  0 
0 0 K . . .  0 
0 0 0 . . .  K 
, (1 .1 )  
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where Kiy = K if i -~ j and K o. = 0 otherwise. Note that the socle of KJ 
viewed as a right K J-module is projective. More precisely, a right ideal Y 
in KJ is simple if and only if Y is isomorphic to one of the ideas 
ep KJ . . . .  , epKJ (called peak right ideals of KJ). The algebra KJ is of 
finite global dimension [17]. 
Following [11] and [20] we call the right K J-module Xprinjective if X is 
finitely generated and the right K J--module Xe- is projective, where 
J -= J \max J  (1.2) 
and e -= Ey~-ej .  It is easy to prove that a module X in mod(KJ) is 
prinjective if and only if there exists an exact sequence 
0--~ (~ (epKJ)tO---*P----~X---*O 
p~max J
in mod(KJ), where P is a projective KJ-module and tp > O. 
We denote by mod(KJ) the category of fnitely generated right KJ- 
modules and by prin(KJ) the full subcategory of mod(KJ) consisting of 
prinjective modules. It follows from [11] that the category prin(KJ) is 
additive, has the finite unique decomposition property, is closed under 
extensions in mod(KJ), has Auslander-Reiten sequences, source maps, 
and sinks maps, and has enough relative projective and relative injective 
objects. Moreover, prin(KJ) is a hered.itary subcategory of mod(KJ) in the 
sense that Ext~j(X, Y) = 0 for any pair of modules X and Y in prin(KJ). 
An interpretation of prin(KJ) as a bimodule matrix problem and a
motivation for the study of prinjective modules and their use in determin- 
ing the representation type of orders and vector space categories can be 
found in [17]. 
Following [18] we define the poset J to be of fully wiMprinjective type if 
the category prin(KJ) is of fully representation type, that is, there exists a 
full exact functor T: fin(Tf) ~ prin(KJ) which preserves the indecompos- 
ability and respects the isomorphism classes (i.e. the existence of an 
isomorphism T(X)  = T(Y) implies that X -=- Y), where ~= K(X,  Y)  is 
the free algebra of polynomials in two non-commuting indeterminates X 
and Y. It follows from the wildness correction lemma in [18] that prin(KJ) 
is of fully wild representation type if and only if it is of strictly wild 
representation type in the sense of [3] and [10], that is, there exists a 
7//-KJ-bimodule ~Mkj which is a finitely generated free 7f-module and 
induces a full faithful exact functor ( - )~MKj :  fin(~g/')~ prin(KJ), 
where fin(Tf) is the category of finite dimensional ~r-modules. 
The main aim of the paper is to prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let K be an arbitrary commutative field and let J be a 
finite poset. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) The poset J is of fully wild prinjective type. 
(b) The rational Tits quadratic form qj: QJ --* Q, 
q j (x )= Ex2  q- E x ix j -  E ( Ex i )Xp  (1.4) 
i~J  i-<j pEmax J i-<p 
j~ J -  
is not weakly non-negative, that is, there exists a vector v ~ ~J such that 
qj(v) < O, where ~ = {0, 1,2,3, . . .}.  
(c) The poset J contains as a full peak subposet a poset ~ of the form 
~¢" = ~ t_J {a}, where 9 is one of the minimal posets ~ l  -91  lo of infinite 
prinjective type listed in Section 5 of [17], a ~ J is an element such that 
(-~,~o)j < O, 
( - , - ) j :  ~ x 7# --, 7J 
is the symmetric bilinear form associated with q j, ~a is the ath standard basis 
vector of 7] J, Iz~ ~ ~~ is a generator of the kernel Ker q.~ := {v ~ 7]'~; 
qp(V) = 0} of the quadratic form q.~, and -~.~, ~ ~JJ is defined by formulas 
~.~(j) = tz.~(j) for j ~ and -~.~(j) = 0 for j ~ J \~ .  
(d) The poser J contains as a full peak subposet any of the hypercritical 
irreducible posets listed in Table 1, or a poset which is peak-reducible to any 
of the above ones (see Section 3). 
Here the poset L is defined to be hypercritical if the Tits form qT is 
weakly non-negative for any proper full peak subposet T of L, and 
qL(V) < 0 for some vector v ~ I~l J (see Section 4 in [7] and [5]). We recall 
from [17] that a full subposet J' of J is said to be a peak subposet if 
J '  n max J = max J'. 
One of the motivations for the study of prinjective KJomodules is the 
fact observed in [14] and [15] that the Galois covering technique reduces 
the study of a class of non-schurian vector space categories (see Sections 
17.1 and 17.8 in [16]) and the study of representations of bipartite 
stratified posets to the study of categories prin(KJ). Therefore Theorem 
1.3 gives a criterion for the fully wild representation type for the above 
problems (see also Section 6 in [15]). 
Another motivation for the study of prinjective K J-modules is given in 
Section 4 of [17] and in [19]. It is shown there that the study of lattices 
over a class of orders A reduces to the study of prin(KJ). In particular, it 
follows from Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 in [17] and from Theorem 2.3 in [19] 
that for any finite poset J there exists an order A such that the study of 
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TABLE 1. Minimal Peak-Irreducible Posets of Wild Prinjective Type 
509 
Part 1: One-peak enlargements ..4/~ - Je~' of posers of Nazarova 
" " 
N;:  - x ; :  \ N; :  \ . t /  
b m=l  m=2 b m-4  
i 
. ..t _t .,v:: .t i : t  
b m=6 b m=lO b m=lO 
Part 2: Peak-irreducible hypercritical posets of type ,~* with n + 5 points, n > 0 n+3 
A~, 1 : ~ '  a?~,2 : . . 
Note. We denote by a the unique element in ~ satisfying the following conditions: 
(al) a ~ ~-  = ~ \ max ,~j and a is maximal in ;,Yfl. 
(a2) The poset ~ \ {a} is of infinite prinjective type and every proper peak subposet of 
\ {a} is of finite prinjective type. 
(a3) The subposet ar" = {j ~ ,,~j; j ~ a} of ~-  is linearly ordered and the lements of 
a r are incomparable with all elements of ) ? ' - \  a r. 
The elements b ~ ~i  and m >__ 2 are such that the additive function [a(-) (3.10) has the 
value 3 on the priniective module A-"P~ in the unique preprojective component of 
prin(K(~) \ {a})) (see the proof of Lemma 3.8). 
the  category  la t t (A)  of r ight  A - la t t i ces  reduces  to the  s tudy  of  pr in ject ive  
K J -modu les .  
The  main  resu l ts  of  the  paper  were  presented  on  the  B ie le fe ld  meet ing  
"New Deve lopment  in Representat ion  Theory"  in May  1993. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The r ight  K J -modu les  will be  ident i f ied  w i th  the  sys tems X = 
(Xi;jhi)i,~j where  Xi  = Xei is a f in i te d imens iona l  K -vector  space  and  
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TABLE 1--Continued 
Part 3: Peak-irreducible hypercritical posets of type D* with s + 2 points s ,m 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
i = i 
~:+o,6 :'\ix'\ ... x" \ix" °:+o,, : x l \  xix...xi x'\ix" 
* * * * * * * * * * 
~:+6,8: xixixi-./x$\ ~:+', , :  xixixi--/~ix 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
D~'I-7,'O : .,L~,/.l.~,/,L~/~L "" "~/*• \  i~,./• 0~+7,11 : / l / l / J . ' "  "X• \  iX  • * * * * * * * * * * 
i 
• °:+,.,, : i x iHA. . .x  \ i \  0~.+8,,2: X iX lX l ' "X  % 1% . . .  . . 
* * * * * * 
where n > O. 
jhi: X i ~ Xi, i < j, are K-linear maps such that rhijhi =,h i for all i ~< j < t 
in J. 
Given a module X in pr in(K J )  we define the coordinate vector cdn  X 
N J of X by the following formula (see [11] and [17]): 
(cdn  X) ( j) = dimK( Xi) 
= dimK(top X)e j  
for j ~ max J,  
fo r j  ~ J \ max J. 
(2.1) 
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TABLE 1- -Cont inued 
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Part  4: Peak- i r reduc ib le  hypercr i t ica l  posets  , ,~ . . . . .  ,Z~24 which  are not  of  type &*, ~* ,  and  
Jr? ..... ~rt 
* + 1 * + 2 * b 3 * + ,t 
b + 5 * + 6 * + 7 • b 8 
I / L  J. i G .L ,~  ~1 . . . . . .  ,, . ~ . . . . .  ,o ~/~\~_- ,o  
" \~/F  --'° ~/ \ t /  t / \ L  
b + 9 • b 10 * + 11 * + 12 
11 i A ~/~.,=,o . \ i / i~_ - ,o  , .~=o 
L\L 
* + 13 b + 14 * + 15 
a b • m=6 
L,"L /~ 
* * * 16 
b am:7  = a ~'/ "~ m 4 • * * m=7 a *~'/ "x'x% m=5 
• * * 17 18 * b * 19 * b * 20 
!ziA * * b 21 22 * * * 23 ' 
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We consider cdn X as a map cdn X: J ~ [~. Note that the projective 
cover P(X)  of X has the form 
P(X)  = t~ (e~KJ) ¢~'t"xX~' 
j~ j -  
if X is an indecomposable object in prin(KJ) and X is not isomorphic to 
one of the simple projective modules epKJ  . . . . .  et, KJ.  
We define the Grothendieck group K0(prin(KJ)) of prin(KJ) to be the 
abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes [X] of modules X in 
prin(KJ) subject to the set of relations IX] = IX'] + IX"] corresponding 
to all exact sequences 0 ~ X' ~ X ~ X" --* 0 in mod(KJ)  with all terms 
in prin(KJ). 
Note that the Cartan matrix C(KJ)  = [cij] E [~],,+r(/7) of the algebra KJ 
is invertible in Y, where cij = dimKeiKJe i = 1 if i -<j and ciy = 0 if i ~ j  
in J. 
LEMMA 2.2 [17]. (a) The map X ~ cdn X induces a group isomorphism 
cdn: Ko(pr in(KJ  ) ) ~ /7 y = ~_tt+r, 
and the elements [elK J-]  . . . . .  [e,,KJ-],[ep,KJ] . . . . .  [eprKJ] form a set of 
free generators of Ko(prin(KJ)). 
(b) The group homomorphisms/3: Ko(prin(KJ)) ~ Ko(mod(KJ)), [X] 
[X], and d°: 7/g ---> Z J, v ~ d'" = v c (g - )  are isomorphisms 
making the diagram 
Ko(prin(KJ)) cd. 7/J 
Ko(mod(KJ) ) dim> y/j 
(2.2') 
commutative, where Ko(mod(KJ)) is the Grothendieck group of the cate- 
gory mod(KJ),  E ~ Mr(Z) is the identity matrix, and dim(X) = 
(dimK Xej) j ~ g is the dimension vector of a K J-module X. 
Let us recall from [11] the homological interpretation of the Tits form 
(1.4). For this purpose we recall that the bilinear form by( - ,  - ) :  QJ × 
(~J --> Q of J is defined by the formula 
ba(x ,y )= ~xjy i+ Y'. yixj - Y'~ ~x jyp .  
jE J  i '<j~J- pEmax J j-<p 
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For any x ~ QJ we have qj(x)  = bj(x, x). It follows from [11, Proposition 
4.4] that the equality 
bg(cdn Y, cdn Z) = dim K Homkj(Y, Z) - dimKEXt~(Y, Z)  (2.3) 
holds for all modules Y and Z in prin(KJ). 
The following result establishes a connection between prinjective mod- 
ules over K /and  over KJ for a peak subposet I of J. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 1 be a peak subposet of  J and consider the 
idempotents e I = ~.j ~ t ej and e¢ i u J- i = ~J ~ t o j-ej of KJ. Then there exist 
an algebra isomorphism e,( KJ)e I -- KI and the subposet induction functor 
"Fi = ( - )  %1 e l (K J )e{ lu J - ) :p r in (K I )  -~ prin (K J )  (2.5) 
is full and faithful and carries exact sequences to exact ones. Moreover, 
given X in prin(K/) we have TOrlK*(x, e lK Je t lu j -  I) = 0 and 
(cdn "FI X )  ( j )  = (cOn X) ( j )  for j ~ I, (2.6) 
=0 for j  ~ I. 
Proof. The existence of an algebra isomorphism ei (K J )e  I --- KI follows 
from the fact that for any matrix A = [At, q] c KJ the matrix etAe ~ has the 
same coefficients as A has in all entries (p, q) with p ~ I and q ~ I, and 
the remaining coefficients of etAe I are  zero. Then the restriction map 
KJ ~ KI induces a required algebra isomorphism. 
In order to show that 7~ is full and faithful note that 
HomK](7~,(X), 7~z(Y) ) 
Hom Kj( X ~KI e lKJe~l uJ-), Y ®KI elKJe~t w J-)) 
-- HOmK,( X ,  HOmKj (e tK Jec tu J -pY  ®K, e,KJe¢,uJ - , )  
-- H°mKi (X ,H°meuu, - ,K ,euu , - , (e tK Je , ,uF , ,  Y ®K, eiKJe, tu , - , ) )  
= Homm(X,Y• l  e, KJei)  = HomKI(X,Y  ) 
for any right K/-modules X and Y. 
We shall show that 7~1 carries prinjective modules to prinjectives. For 
this purpose we note that 7~l(ejK/) -=- ejKJe¢t v ]-) is a prinjective K J-mod- 
ule for all j e I. 
In order to show that Im 7~1 _ prin(KJ) and that the functor 7~t is exact 
we shall show that Tor( / (X,  eiKJe<iuJ- ~) = 0 for any X in prin(K/). Let 
X be a prinjective K/-module. Then there exists an exact sequence 
O ---~ P . --L, P ( X ) ---* X---* O 
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in prin(K/), where P(X)  is a projective cover of X and P .  = 
~p~maxl(epgl) tp is a semisimple projective right K/-module, tp > O, 
u = (u 1 . . . . .  ut), and each of the homomorphisms ui :epKJ  ~ P (X)  is 
non-zero. The sequence induces an exact sequence 
0 --* TorS I (x ,  etKJe<luj-)) --* P .  ® eiKJe~luj- )
u® 1 
P( X)  ® etKJe~luj- ) ~ X ® elKJe~luj- ) --* O. 
Since u ® 1 = ]Pt(u) = (Tl(Ul), .=., f)(u,)), f ' t (P.)  -~ ~o~maxl(epKJ)'p is
semisimple and the functor T I is faithful, then each of the maps 
Tl(u l) . . . . .  Tl(U,) is non-zero and therefore a monomorphism. It follows 
that u ® 1 is a monomorphism and Tor( l (X ,  eiKJe~luj-))=O. This 
shows that the functor ]?i is exact and the exactness of the above sequence 
shows that 7"1(X) is a prinjective KJ-module for any X in prin(K/). The 
remaining properties of T t are easily verified and we leave them to the 
reader. I 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let I be a full peak subposet of a poset J. I f  the 
category prin(K/) of prinjective K1 modules is of fully wild representation 
type then the category prin(KJ)  is also of fully wild representation type. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that if et= E~e:  and 
e~/uj-) = Ej~/uj-)ej .  then there exists an algebra isomorphism K / -  = - 
et(KJ)e I and the functor 
f'l = ( - ) ®Kz e, KJe~t uJ-~: pr in (K / )  ~ prin (K J )  (2.8) 
is full, faithful, and exact. Since the category pr in(K/)  is of fully wild 
representation type then by Theorem 2.7 in [18] there exists a full exact 
functor 
F: mod(F)  -o prin (K / )  
which preserves the indecomposability and reflects the isomorphism 
classes, where F = . It follows that the composed functor Tt o F: 
K 
mod(F)  ~ prin(KJ) is full, exact, preserves the indecomposability, and 
reflects the isomorphism classes. It then follows from Theorem 2.7 in [18] 
that the category pr in(KJ)  is of fully wild representation type. I 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Given j ~ J we set 
jv = {i ~ Jli -< j}. 
We recall from [7] that if J is a poset with Imax J I > 2 then q ~ max J is 
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said to be a reducible peak if there exists an element c ~ J such that: 
(i) The set qV A fq q ,  p ~ max jpV consists of the element c. 
(ii) There is no element t ~ J such that c -< t -< q. 
(iii) The subposet Jq := qV\  {c, q} of J is linearly ordered or is 
empty. 
The poset J is said to be peak-reducible if there exists a reducible peak 
in J; otherwise J is said to be peak-irreducible. If q ~ J is a reducible 
peak, we associate to J a q-reflection poset SqJ defined as follows. We 
assume that Jq = {b l -< b 2 ~ " "  -< bm}, m >__ O, and we set 
SqJ = {c, blcq . . . . .  bmcq,cq} kJ ( j \q~7)  (3.1) 
where blcq, b2c q . . . . .  bmcq, cq are new points. The partial order in SqJ is 
generated by the partial order -< in J \ qV and the following relations: 
(i) c -< blcq -< " .  "< bmcq "< cq; 
(ii) cq -~ i, if c -< i in J and i~ J \qV .  
The construction J ~ SqJ can be visualized by the following picture: 
bl cq 
J :  " ~ Sq J :  
bm N~ cl -"*'N, d \ q V bmcql 
q cq 
/-  
J \q~' 
The poset J is said to be peak-reducible to J' if there exists a sequence of 
posets Jo, J l , . . . , . I t  such that J o - - J ,  J t= J ' ,  and for any i=  1 . . . . .  l 
there exists a reducible peak qi- i  in Ji-~ such that Sqi_Ji_ 1 -~ Ji. 
Let J be a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak q and let SqJ be 
the q-reflection form (3.1) of J. Following [8] we define the functor 
( ]q :  prin (KSq J )  ~ prin ( K J )  (3.2) 
as follows. Given a prinjective module X in pr in(KJ ' )  we view it as a 
system X= (Xi, jhl) i , j . lej, , l .~j, where S i = Sei, jht: X I -* Xj is the K- 
linear map defined by the multiplication by ejt ~ KJ', and ejt ~ KJ '  is the 
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matrix having 1 at the (j-l)th place and zeros elsewhere. We set (~q(X) = 
(Xi,jht)i,j,t~g, I .,~, where 
Xi = Xi i f /~ j \qV  
= Xcq if i = c 
= Xcq / Imcqh~ if i = q 
= Xb~q/ Im, lh ~ if i ~ Ja" 
Here we use the notation from (3.1). We set j-h t =jh~,jhc =~h~q for 
j, l ~ J \ qr~, qhc: X.c ~ Xq is the natural projection, and we take for b,hb 
and uhb the linear maps induced by b,~qhb~q and cqhbcq, respectively, if
b, b' ~ qV \ {q}. The functor Gq is defined on morphisms in a natural way. 
It is easy to check that (~q carries prinjective modules to the prinjective 
ones and the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. If J is a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak q then 
the functor (~q: prin(KSqJ) ~ prin(KJ) is full, faithful, and exact. 
We recall that a prinjective K J-module X is said to be sincere if X is 
indecomposable and (cdn X)( j )  > 0 for all j ~ J [11, 16]. 
The following four lemmata are essential for the proof of our main 
result. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) The modules G i = eiKJ -= eiKJ / soc(eiKJ) with i 
J -  and the modules Gp = EKj(eRKJ) ~ with p ~ max'J (see (2.3) in [11]) 
form a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic ndecomposable prin-injective 
modules in prin(KJ), where EKj( X ) denotes the KJ-injective envelope of X. 
(b) Any indecomposable module X in prin(KJ) admits a short prin- 
injectice resolution 
O ---' X -~ Uo --' Ut ----' O 
in prin(KJ), where U 0 = ~ .EjG !¢dn xxj) and U n is a direct sum of copies of 
J J 
modules G n, p ~ max J. Moreover, the composition of u with the projection 
on any indecomposable summand of U o is non-zero. 
(c) If X is a sincere module in prin(KJ) then HOmKj(X, Q) 4:0 for 
any indecomposable prin-injective module Q in prin(KJ). 
Proof. (a) The statement (a) follows from Proposition 2.4 in [11]. 
(b) Let X be an indecomposable module in prin(KJ). Then X"= 
~, ,  .... gXep is a KJ-submodule of X and the projective cover epi- 
morphism P(X)  ~ X induces an isomorphism P(X) /  soc P (X)  = 
X /  X". Since G i = e iK J -= eiKJ / soc(eiKJ) for i ~ J -  and X" - 
p ~ m~,~ g (en KJ)Ccdn x X p) then according to (2.1) there are isomorphisms 
X/X"  =P(X) /socP(X)  = ~ (eiKJ-)(cdnXXi)~ - ~ G~ cdnxXi). 
i E J -  iE J -  
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Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.3 in [11] that there exists a commuta- 
tive diagram 
Xrt ~ X 
EK j (  X" )  ~ ,--~ EK j (  X" )  ~ ~D ~(cdn XXp) - -p  
p~ max J 
We set U 0 = (X /X" )  • EKj(X")~, u = (~-, g), and U l = Coker u, where 
7r: X ---> X /X"  is the natural epimorphism. Hence (b) easily follows. 
Since (c) follows immediately from (a) and (b) the lemma is proved. ] 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of prin(K/) has 
a preprojective component .~. 
(a) I f  there exist infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic sincere mod- 
ules in prin(K/) then there is no prin-injective module [11] in ~.  
(b) I f  there exists a sincere module in ~ then all the projective inde- 
composable module appear in ~.  
Proof. (a) It follows from Lemma 3.4 that if X is sincere then for any 
prin-injective module Q there exists a non-zero K/-homomorphism from 
X to Q. Suppose now that there exists a prin-injective module Q in ~.  
Then any sincere module X in prin(K/) is a predecessor of Q, that is, 
there exists an oriented path from X to Q in ~.  Since ~ is a preprojec- 
tire component then there are only finitely many such modules X. This 
contradicts our assumption and finishes the proof of (a). 
For the proof of (b) it is enough to note that each projective indecom- 
posable module in prin(K/) is a predecessor f a sincere module and that 
a predecessor f a preprojective module is preprojective. ] 
LEMMA 3.6. Let J be a finite poset. Assume that a is a maximal element 
in the subposet J -=  J \ max J of J and V is a module in prin(KJ) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(a) End(V) --=-- K. 
(b) (top V)e a = 0 and (soc V)e a = O. 
(c) I f  v = cdn V then the following sum 
I , (v )  = Y'~ v (p)  - E v( i )  (3.7) 
a-<p~max J i-<a 
is greater or equal to 3. 
The the poset J is of fully wild prinjective type. 
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Proof. It follows from Lemmata 1.5 and 8.6 in [12] that the existence of 
a pair (U,V) of modules U and V in mod(KJ) satisfying the three 
conditions 
(i) EndKj(U) = EndKj(V) =- K, 
(ii) HomKj(U, V) = HOmKj(V, U) = O, 
(iii) dimK(EXt~g(U, V)) > 3 
implies the existence of a full faithful exact functor T v v: mod ( K K 3 ] ---, 
' ~ 0 K ] 
m°d(K J )suchthat f ° ranym°du leX inm°d(  Ko K3) thereex is tsash°r tK  
exact sequence 0 ~ V t ~ Tu, v(X)  ~ U" ~ 0 in mod(KJ) with r, t > 0. 
It follows that if U and V are prinjective then Im Tu, v c_ prin(KJ) and 
prin(KJ) is of fully wild representation type, because prin(KJ) is closed 
under taking extensions. 
Assume that a and V are as in the hypothesis of the lemma. Since a is a 
maximal element of J -  then the simple module S(a) corresponding to the 
point a is in prin(KJ). In view of the discussion above the lemma will 
follow if we show that the pair (S(a), V) of modules in prin(KJ) satisfies 
the conditions (i)-(iii) with U and S(a) interchanged. 
The condition (i) follows, because S(a) is a simple module. For the 
proof of (ii) suppose first that there exists a non-zero homomorphism 
f: V ~ S(a). Let resj-( f) :  resg-(V) ~ resg-(S(a)) be the restriction of f 
to the poset J- .  Since S(a) = resj-(S(a)) is a simple projective K(J-)- 
module then resg-(f) is a splitting epimorphism and S(a) is a direct 
summand of res~-(V). Hence we get a contradiction with the assumption 
(top V)e a = O. This shows that HomKj(V,S(a))= O. Since S(a) is a 
simple module then HOmKj(S(a), V)=-(soc V)e a = 0 and the condition 
(ii) follows. 
The condition (iii) follows from the equalities 
-l~(cdn V) = bj( ~a, cdn V) 
= bj(cdn S(a) ,cdn  V) 
= dimKHomKg(S(a), V) - dimKExtlKy(S(a), V) 
= -d imKExt~j(S(a ), V). 
The first equality follows immediately from the definition, the third is a 
consequence formula (2.3), and the fourth one follows from (ii). This 
finishes the proof. I 
LEMMA 3.8. The hypercritical posets presented in Table 1 and all posets 
which are peak-reducible to them are of fully wiM prinjective type. 
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Proof. First we shall show that the hypercritical posets listed in Parts 2 
and 3 of Table 1 are of fully wild prinjective type. 
Let ,U be such a poset. It follows from [2] that the category mod(K,,~) 
is of fully wild representation type and any proper peak subposet of 
does not have this property. Hence we conclude that there exists a 
bimodule ~MKx,, finitely generated and free as a left ~-  module, which 
is sincere as a right K,,~-module and induces the full functor 
= ( - )®~ MK~: fin(~;¢') -* mod (K ,U) ,  
preserving the indecomposability and respecting the isomorphism classes. 
Note that the category prin(KZi)  is cofinite in mod(KX) ,  that is, only 
finitely many indecomposable K,,~-modules are not prinjective. Moreover, 
a case by case inspection shows that those modules are not sincere. Then 
they are not contained in the image of the functor ~Q. It follows that Im/Q 
is contained in prin(K,,~), which shows that the category prin(KPr() is of 
fully wild representation type. 
Next we show that the hypercritical posets listed in Parts 1 and 4 of 
Table 1 are of fully wild prinjective type. We do it by applying Lemma 3.6. 
For each such poset ,,~ we shall find an element a ~ X and a module V 
in pr in (KX)  satisfying the conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 3.6. 
A case by case inspection shows that for any such peak-irreducible 
hypercritical poset Z1 there exists a unique element a ~ ,,~ (up to 
automorphism of Y )  satisfying the following conditions: 
(al) a ~ X-= X( \max ,,~ and a is maximal in X - .  
(a2) The poset ,,~ \ {a} is of infinite prinjective type and every proper 
subposet of ,,~ \ {a} is of finite prinjective type. 
(a3) The subposet a v = {j ~ ,,~; j -< a} of Z, ~- is linearly ordered 
and the elements of a v are incomparable with all elements of ~g'-\ a v. 
The point a ~ X is marked in Table 1 for each of the posets ,,~ of 
Parts 1 and 4. In order to construct he module V we note that the 
following hold: 
1. The simple module S(a)  corresponding to the point a ~ X is 
prinjective and it is prin-injective. 
2. There exists an infinite preprojective component ,~ of the 
Aus lander -Re i ten  quiver / ' (p r in (K( , ,~\  {a}))) of the category 
pr in (K(Y  \ {a})). 
3. The preprojective component ~ does not contain prin-injective 
K(,,U \ {a})-modules. 
4. ,~ contains all indecomposable projective K(~g' \  {a})-modules. 
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Statement 1 is obvious (see [11]). For the proof of Statement 2 we show 
that the algebra K( .~\  {a}) has the separation property [1, 11] by examin- 
ing all possible shapes of X .  It follows that the Auslander-Reiten quiver 
F = F(prin(K(~,~\ {a}))) has a preprojective component 9 (see [1, 16]). 
Since the poset Y \  {a} is of infinite prinjective type the preprojective 
component ~ is infinite. 
For the prof of Statements 3 and 4 we note that according to (a2) 
Y \{a}  is a minimal poset of infinite prinjective type (see [17]) and 
therefore, up to isomorphism, all but a finite number of indecomposable 
modules in prin(K(~Y'\ {a})) are sincere. Hence the component 9 con- 
tains infinitely many sincere modules. Then Statements 3 and 4 follow 
from Lemma 3.5. 
We shall find a module V required above in the form 
V b, " = T~,\I~I ( A -rap b ) 
where P /  = ebK(X\{a})  is a projective module in ~,  m ~ ~ and 
b ~ ~,~,~. We note that the module A-raP/  belongs to ~.  Here A is the 
Auslander-Reiten translate in the category pr in (K(X  \ {a})) and 
T.~.\C,I: prin( K (~g ' \  {a})) ~ prin( K~,") 
is the functor (2.7) with I = ~ \ {a} and J = ,U. 
Since the module A-"P  b is in : and the functor T~\{~ is full and 
faithful, then End(V b'm) -=- End(A-mP~ -) ~ End(P~-) ~ K. It is sufficient 
to find a number rn ~ ~ and an element b ~ ~.(- such that 
/a(cdn V b'm) ~_~ 3. ( * ) 
Indeed, it follows from the formula (2.6) that dimK(topVb'm)eo =
(cdn vb'm)(a) = 0 and the inequality above shows that (cdn Vb'm)(p)  ~ 0 
for some p ~ max ,,T(. 
In order to prove that (soc vb'm)e~ = HomK.~.(S(a) , Vb'm)e~ = 0 we 
view V b'm as the representation (V~b'm,j~bi)i j~.,. of ~(. The condition 
(cdn Va"Xp)  4= 0 implies that Vp b''' 4= 0 for some p ~ max ~T(. Since the 
module V b,m is indecomposable and prinjective, then from the condition 
(a3) follows that the induced map (pCha)p: V~ "r~ ~ ~p>_ p~max a. ~V b,m is 
injective, because otherwise its kernel is non-zero and derives a summand 
of V b''' of the form e iK J -  , i ~ J - .  Therefore V b'm -- e iK J -  and Vp b'm = 0 
for all p ~ max ,,~, a contradiction. It follows that the map (p~b~)~, is
injective and therefore (soc vb ' ' )e~ = 0, as required. 
Consequently, the conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied for the 
module V = V b''', if the inequality ( , )  holds for V b' ' .  
In order to find a module V' = A- 'Pb  in ~ such that (*)  holds we 
consider the function 
[~( - )  := la(cdn T,,r\{,~( - ) ) :  Obpr in (K(X \  {a})) ~ 7/. (3.9)  
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where l~(-) is defined by the formula (3.7). It follows from (2.6) that if 
v' = cdn V', then the equality 
f~(V') = ~'. v ' (p )  - ~ v'( /)  (3.10) 
a-<p~max ~ i<a  
holds for any indecomposable module V' in ~,  and it is sufficient o find a 
module V' = A- "P  Z in ~ such that the value [a(V') is greater or equal 
to 3. To do that we proceed as follows. 
First we note that in view of Statement 4 the projective K(X \  {a})- 
modules 
Pf" = esK( Y \ {a}) 
are in ~ for all j ~, ,~( \  {a}, the source modules of ~ are the simple 
projective modules P~, p ~ max X ,  and every indecomposable module X 
in ~ is connected by a path of irreducible maps with a simple projective 
one. Let f l (X) be a minimal length of such a path and let 
/3 (~\  {a}) = max {~'(P~);  x ~ X,~\ {a}}. 
It follows from Statement 3 that A-)X =# 0 for all j > 0 and all modules X 
in ~,  and all such modules form finitely many infinite d-orbits. 
Next starting from the simple projective modules we construct the 
beginning part of ~ containing all modules V' in ~ with t~(V ') </3(X,~ \ 
{a}) by presenting their coordinate vectors cdn V'. In order to simplify 
^ ! 
calculation we calculate the value of I ,(V ) on any such a module V' by 
applying formula (3.10), and then we replace each of the vectors cdn V' by 
^ t the number I ,(V ). Since A -sX is not a predecessor f a projective module 
and, by Statement 3, A-~X :# 0 for any j >_ 0 and any module X in ~,  
then we can calculate the numbers fo(V') for all V' ~ by applying the 
fact that [ , ( -)  is an additive function, that is, it induces an additive 
function on the Grothendieck group of p r in (KX \ {a}). We shall mark the 
value of I',(V') in the vertex V' of ~ instead of the coordinate vector 
cdn V'. 
Continuing this procedure for each of the hypercritical posets Y listed 
in Parts 1 and 4 of Table 1, we can find a number m and a point 
b ~ Z \{a}  such that the value /'~(V') is 'greater or equal to 3 for 
V' = A- 'np~- in ~.  The point b ~ ~'E \ {a} and the number m are marked 
in Table 1 for each of the posets Z of Parts 1 and 4. 
The details of the procedure and the proof of the facts stated above will 
be given below for the hypercritical posets Y¢~ = X 8 and ~ = Ys- The 
remaining cases are left to the reader. 
Assume that ~'l = g(8 and take for a ~ ,g/the point marked in ~(8 (see 
Table 1). It is clear that he conditions (al)-(a3) are satisfied. If we 
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enumerate the elements of 2 / ( \  {a} as 
5 
/ 
4 
/ 1 
6 
+ 
then the beginning of the unique 
F(pr in(K( , ,~\  {a}))) has the form 
79: 
/ 
2*  
preprojective 
1-  
/" \ 
/ \ /" 
3-  25-+ 
\ / \ 
* 35*+ 
\ / \ / 
5*+ 3567*+ 2 
/ \ / \ 
+ -----I. 6+ ~ 567*+ 2 --"+ 57*+ 
\ / \ ,,~ 
7+ 56*+ 
\ 
1 2 3 4 
component ~ of 
/ 
125-+ . . .  
\ 
/ 
2567*+ 2 . . . 
\ 
/ 
35267.2+2 ---+ 
\ 
/ 
4*+ . . . 
. . . 
Here we use the exponential notation of coordinate vectors introduced in 
[16, 11.88], that is, the vector cdn X = (v l . . . . .  vm ) ~ ~ta'\t~}) is written in 
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the form 
edn X = 1"2 ' - '  " '" m' '  
where we omit jcj if cj = 0, and we set jc(j) = j if u( j)  = 1. Note that 
/3(,U \ {a}) = 4 and Statement 4 holds because all indecomposable projec- 
tive K (X  \ {a})-modules appear in the above fragment of ~ .  It follows 
from Statements 3 and 4 that .~ has exactly eight infinite A-orbits (see the 
figure above). 
Now we shall show how to find a module V' = A - 'p [  in ,~ such that 
[,(edn Vb" ) )  > 3, where V b'm = T(V' )  and T = T~,\{,). For this purpose 
we note that the formula (3.10) yields 
[ , (V ' )  = u ' ( * )  - r ' (1 )  - t / (2 )  - c ' (3 )  
where t,' = cdn V'. Since /3(~ / \ {a}) -- 4 we can start the calculation of 
the values of [ . ( - )  with columns 4 and 5 of the above picture. The 
behaviour of the function [a(-) on .~ is the following. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 \ / \ / \ /  \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \  
0 0 l I 0 0 1 I 1 0 . . .  / \ / \ / \  / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /  
0 0 I 1 1 0 l I 2 I \ / \ / \ /  \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \  
0 1 1 l 1 l l 2 2 I . . ,  / \ / \ / \  / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /  
0 1 l 1 1 2 I 2 2 2 \ / \ / \ /  \ /  \ / \  / \ /  \ / \ /  \ 
1 4 1 4 0 4 1 4 1 ~ 1 ~  0 41  41  42  41  42  ~1 42  ~ l  42  41  42  41  43  . . .  / \ / \ / \  / \ / \ /  \ / \ / \ / \ /  
l I 0 l l l 2 l 1 2 \ / \ / \ /  \ / \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /  \ 
1 0 0 l 0 I 1 0 1 l . . .  
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I  12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Note that the number 3 appears the first time at the point corresponding 
to the module V' = A - ' I (P+) ,  So in this case we put m = 11, b = +,  and 
V+,ll _ T (A- I1p+) .  
Let us consider the poset ~ = g¢'5. Let a ~ ~,U be the element marked 
in Table 1. If we enumerate the elements of ~ \ {a} as 
1 3 
! / ! 
2 4 5 6 
\ I / ",. / 
° + 
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then the beginning of the preprojective component .~ of F(prin(K(X¢" \
{a}))) has the form 
7~: 
3*+ 
/ 
1~ 45*+ 
/ \ / \ 
2+ 145.2+ 24526=2+ 2 
. /  \ / \ / 
- '~ 4* ---t. 245.2+ N 25 .+ ~ 124526-3+ 2 -'-+ 1456.2+ 
\ / \ / ",,. 
5*+ 2456*2+ 12452=+ 
/ \ / ",,,, / 
56*+ 245* 2 
\ / ",,. / \ 
6+ 5* 24* 
2 3 4 5 6 
\ 
/ 
\ 
----4. . . °  
/ 
\ 
/ ,  
Since /3 (X \  {a})= 5, we can start the description of fa(-) with the 
columns 4 and 5 of the above picture. Note that ]'a(V') = (cdn V ' ) (+)  - 
(cdn V')(6) and the behaviour of the function fa(-) on ~ is the following. 
1 0 
/" \ ,1 \ /- 
1 1 0 
\ / \ / \ 
1 1 
/ \ / \ / 
1 -"¢" 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 2 
\ / \ / \ 
1 1 
/ \ / \ / 
0 1 1 
\ / \ / \ 
0 1 
5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 1 
\ / \ I \ 
1 2 1 . . .  
/ \ / \ 1 
1 2 2 
\ / \ / \ 
/ \ / \ 1 
2 1 2 
\ / \ / \ 
1 1 1 . . .  
/ \ / \ / 
0 1 0 
10 11 12  13  14  15  . . .  
We set m = 7, b = *, and V' = A-7(P,). 
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For all remaining peak-irreducible hypercritical posets the elements a, b 
and the number m are marked in Table 1. 
In order to finish the proof of the lemma it is sufficient o show that a 
poset ,,~ is of fully wild prinjective type if ~ is peak-reducible to one of 
the posets in Table 1. For this purpose we suppose that J is a peak-reduci- 
ble poset with a reducible peak q and suppose that there exists a pair 
U', V' ~ prin(KJ'), where J '  = SqJ, such that the conditions (i)-(iii) are 
satisfied with U', V' and U, V interchanged. We claim that the image pair 
(U, V )= (C, qU',(~qV') of (U', V') under the functor (]q: prin(KJ') 
prin(KJ) in Lemma 3.3 satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii). 
We recall that Gq is full, faithful, and exact. From the fullness of (]q it 
follows that U, V satisfy the conditions (i)-(ii). In order to prove (iii) 
we note that exactness of I~q implies that (]q induces a group homomor- 
-*" Ext~j,(U', V ' )~  Ext~j(U, V)which is K-linear. Since (]q is phism Gq.
full and faithful, then it carries non-split exact sequences to non-split exact 
ones. Thus the map (]~ is a monomorphism and therefore 
dimK(EXt/j(U, V)) _ " x , > dlmx(EXtK~,(U, V')) >_ 3. Hence the condition (iii) 
follows. 
Now it is easy to prove the full wildness of prin(,g'0 for any poset g¢' 
which is peak reducible to some of the posets listed in Table 1 using the 
induction on the number of peak-reduction steps needed to get an 
irreducible form from ,,~. This finishes the proof of the lemma. | 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (a) ~ (b) Let F be the algebra o " 
follows from the results of [181 that there exists a full, faithful, and exact 
functor 
M = ( - )  ®c MKJ: mod(F )  ~ prin (K J ) ,  
where rMKj is a F-KJ-bimodule finitely generated and .free as a left F- 
module. 
Let S 1 and S 2 be the simple F-modules corresponding to the idempo- 
tents e~ and e 2 of F respectively. Note that there xists a non-splitting 
exact sequence 
O ~ S2 --* L ~ S 1-o 0 ( * )  
where L is the F module corresponding to the K-linear representation 
id 
K~e_~K 
id 
of the three arrows quiver. 
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Let us denote by X and X' the KJ-modules )~I(S z) and A~(S1), 
respectively. Note that dim(X) = dim(X')  and then by Lemma 2.2(b) we 
get edn(X) = edn(X'). It is clear that Homxg(X' ,  X)  = 0. Moreover, it 
follows from the above considerations that Ext~g(X', X )4 :  0. Indeed, 
since AI is full and faithful then the non-split exact sequence (*)  induces 
the non-split exact sequence 
o 0 
of prinjective right K J-modules. Applying Lemma 2.3 to the modules X 
and X' chosen above we get 
qj(cdn X)  = bj(edn X',  cdn X) = -d im K Ext~j (X ' ,  X )  < 0, 
because we have proved above that Ext~g(X', X)  4: 0. This finishes the 
proof of (a) =* (b). 
Let us give an alternative proof of the implication (a) ~ (b) by using an 
algebraic geometry argument in case K is an algebraically closed field. 
For this purpose we will need some notions introduced in [7, Section 3]. 
Given a vector v ~ [~n+r we define a new vector d"~ ~n+r by the 
formula 
d" ( j )  = Y] v(i) if j ~ J -  
i-<) 
=v( j )  i f j  ~ max J. 
Consider the algebraic variety prinKg(d") of prinjective modules (see [7]) 
of dimension vector d", and the natural algebraic group action 
* : Gl(d") × prinKJ(d v) ~ prinK:( d"), 
where Gl(d") = I-Ij~gGl(d"(j), K). Note that G(d")-orbits in prinKJ(d ") 
correspond to isomorphism classes of prinjective K J-modules having the 
dimension vector d ~. There is an obvious projection 
~-: prinKJ(d ") ~ prKg-(d:)_) 
onto the variety prKg-(dl":-) of projective KJ--modules of dimension 
vector dM~,-. 
Given any element p ~ prKY(d" l J  - )  we consider the algebraic variety 
prinK y = rr-X(p) 
and the algebraic subgroup 
Gp = {g ~ GI (d"); g *prinp K' __. prinpK'}. 
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of Gl(d"), which acts on prink g in a natural way. It is proved in [7, Lemma 
3.9] that prink J intersects each Gl(dU)-orbit of prinKg(d~') in at least one 
point. Moreover, there are regular isomorphisms 
prinK y ----- HomKj( P(v ), E(v) ) 
Gp = AUtKj(P(v)) × AUtKj(E(v)) 
where P(v) = ~j~y-eyKJ, E(v) = ~jEm~xgE(ejKJ) and E(X) denotes 
the KJ-injective envelope of a module X. It follows that 
qy( v) = dim Gp - dim prinp KJ, 
where dim means the variety dimension. 
Suppose that J is of fully wild prinjective type. Then there exists a 
7f-KJ-bimodule wMKy free finitely generated as a left 7f-module, which 
induces a full functor 
l~l = ( - )  ®~, MKj: f in(~l¢) ~ prin ( KJ) 
preserving indecomposability and respecting isomorphism classes. Then 
there exists v ~ I~l n+r and a regular map 
I'M: K2 ~ prinKS(dr) 
induced by the functor/Q such that for any x ~ K 2 the Gl(dV)-stabilizer 
of the element CM(X) is one-dimensional nd points I'M(X), I'M(y) lie in 
distinct Gl(d~)-orbits provided x :~ y (see the proof of Theorem 3.15 in 
[7]). It follows that for any x ~ K 2 we have 
dim (prinp KJ ¢q GI (dr )*  x) = dimGp - 1. 
Now applying Lemma 2.15 in [6] (see also [7, Lemma 3.16]) to X = 
prinKg(d"), E={(x ,g*x) ;  x ~X,  g~G},  Y= prinp KJ, Z=:M(K2) ,  
and k = dim Gp - 1 we obtain 
dimprinp K J -  dim EM(K 2) > d imGp-  1. 
Hence we conclude that qj (v )=dimGp-d impr in~ J<  1 -2= -1  
which shows that the Tits form q~ is not weakly non-negative. 
The proof of the equivalence of the conditions (b), (c), and (d) is 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 15.23 in [16] (see [7, Section 4]). Let us 
briefly recall the arguments given in Section 5 of [7]. 
(b) =, (c) If the Tits quadratic form of J is not weakly non-negative then 
it is not weakly positive and by Theorem 3.1 in [17] the poset J contains as 
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a peak subposet a poset ~ from the critical list of posets ~ l  . . . . .  ~1~o in 
the tables of [17]. One can show that then there exists an element a ~ J 
such that (p..~, s~a)j < 0 (see the statement (c) in Theorem 1.3), because 
otherwise the quadratic form qj would be weakly non-negative, contrary 
to the assumption. 
The implication (c) ~ (d) follows from the construction of the list of the 
hypercritical posets given in Corollary 5.7 of [7]. 
Since the implication (d) ~ (a) follows from Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 
2.7 the proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete. II 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 5.5 in [7] we get 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let J be a finite poset. The quadratic form qj: 
QJ -~ Q of J is hypercritical in the sense of [5] if and only if the poset J is of 
fully wild prinjective type and contains no proper full peak subposet which is 
of fully wild prinjective type. 
Remark 3.12. (a) The fully wild prinjective type of a finite poset does 
not depend on the choice of the field K. 
(b) It would be interesting to get a representation theory characteri- 
zation of hypercritical unit forms described in [5] similar to the one 
obtained in Corollary 3.11 for the unit forms of finite posets. 
(c) It is still an open problem if every poset J of wild prinjective type 
is of fully wild prinjective type. In view of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 3.18 
in [7] the problem is equivalent to the question if the weakly non-negativity 
of the Tits form qj: QJ --, ~ of J implies that J is of tame prinjective 
type. The question is answered in the affirmative by Nazarova for one-peak 
posets (see Chapter 15 of [16]) and by the authors [9] for a class of 
two-peak posets (see Table i). 
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